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Abstract—Pollution attacks can cause severe damages in net-
work coding systems. Many approaches have been proposed to
defend against pollution attacks. However, the current approaches
implicitly assume that the defender has adequate resources to
defend against pollution attacks. When the resources of the
defender are limited, they provide no information for the defender
to allocate the resources to get better defense performance. In
this paper, we consider the case that the defender’s resources
are limited and study how the defender allocates resources to
defend against pollution attacks. We first study this problem in
one-session transmissions, and we propose a two-player strategic
game to model the interactions between the defender and the
attacker. Under this model, two algorithms are proposed to find
the best response strategy for the defender. Then, we study the
resource allocation problem in a multi-session setting. We propose
an extensive game model and an enhancement algorithm to solve
the resource allocation problem under this circumstance. Finally,
we conducted extensive simulations to evaluate the proposed
algorithms. The results demonstrate that our algorithms can
significantly improve the utility of the defender, with reasonable
computation time.

Keywords—Pollution attack, resource allocation, game theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network coding can improve bandwidth efficiency in wire-
less networks by allowing intermediate nodes in the net-
work to mix the received packets before forwarding them.
However, network coding systems are vulnerable to pollution
attacks where the malicious nodes attack the network system
by injecting polluted packets. Many approaches [1]–[13]
have been proposed to mitigate pollution attacks. In these
approaches, homomorphic signature [3], [7], [8], [11], [12]
and homomorphic MAC [4]–[6], [13]–[15] are widely used for
defense against pollution attacks. These methods assume that
the defender can deploy the defense mechanism on every node
in the network so that they can defend against the pollution
attack effectively.
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However, deploying the defense mechanism costs resources.
For example, in the homomorphic MAC scheme, the interme-
diate nodes will consume additional energy and CPU time
to check the received packets. Furthermore, if the defense
mechanism were deployed in every network node, the source
would need to share secret keys with all the nodes. It will cost
much time and energy to distribute keys when the network
is large-scale. Therefore, finding a way to allocate resources
properly is important for defending against pollution attacks.

In this paper, we study the resource allocation problem in the
pollution attack scenario. Neither the attacker nor the defender
can launch an attack or deploy a defense on every node
because both have limited resources. Therefore, the resource
allocation problem in the pollution attack scenario is how the
attacker/defender chooses nodes to inject polluted packets or
deploy the defense mechanism to maximize their own utilities.
The attacker wants to pollute as many packets as possible
to reduce the legitimate throughput in the network. On the
contrary, the defender will be better off if it can prevent the
spread of pollution and protect the network against attacks.

We study the resource allocation problem in a practical
pollution attack and defense model, where the attacker has
resources to corrupt nodes and makes the corrupted nodes
inject polluted packets in the network. Similarly, the defender
allocates its resources to a number of nodes for detecting
polluted packets. In general, we define resources as an ability
to launch attacks or deploy defense mechanism on nodes. The
more resources the attacker or the defender has, the more nodes
it can select.

Our approach is to model the interactions between the
defender and the attacker as a two-player game, where the
attacker aims to pollute packets, and the defender tries to
provide as much legitimate throughput as possible. We assume
that the source and destination nodes are honest (because
we are not interested in protecting communications from/to
corrupted nodes). Therefore, the attacker and the defender
focus on the intermediate nodes. Based on our analysis of the
game, we provide two solutions for the defender to find the
best strategy and achieve satisfactory utilities.

In practice, the source may initiate a transmission consisting
of several sessions. In such a transmission, the defender may
exploit the information that is gathered in previous sessions,
and thus improve its defense strategy to achieve a better
performance. We extend our study to this circumstance by
enhancing the models and approaches that we have proposed
in one-session setting. Specifically, we investigate how the
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defender allocates the resources to defend against pollution
attacks, when it can identify malicious nodes periodically
using an enhanced defense mechanism. Moreover, we also
adopt a centralized identification mechanism for the defender
to identify malicious nodes based on partial reports from the
nodes where the defense mechanism has been deployed.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) We are the first to present a game-theoretic model to

study the resource allocation problem in pollution attacks.
We formulate the resource allocation problem in the pollution
attack scenario as a 2-player strategic game.

(2) We develop two algorithms to find the best re-
sponse strategies in the above strategic game. The first is a
beam search algorithm based on utilities computed by meta-
simulations, which is called BEAMSIM. The other algorithm
is Polluted Graph Shrinkage (PGS) algorithm , which aims
to quickly find an approximate solution of the best response
strategy.

(3) We investigate how the defender and the attacker be-
have in a multi-session setting. And we propose a resource
allocation algorithm for the defender to find the best strategy
in multi-session transmissions.

(4) We conducted extensive simulations to validate our
methods. Our results show that both BEAMSIM and PGS algo-
rithm have better performance than a naive heuristic strategy
and non-strategic behavior.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the technical preliminaries. In Section III, we
propose two methods to solve the best response problem. In
Section IV, we investigate the resource allocation problem in a
multi-session setting. The evaluation results will be presented
in Section V. We review the related works in Section VI.
Finally, we conclude in Section VII.

II. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first present the network model. Then,
we describe the pollution attack and defense model. Finally,
we present the game model and review the definitions that we
have used in this paper.

A. Network Model

Consider a wireless network in which there is a source
sending packets to N destination nodes. And there are M
intermediate nodes mixing received packets and then forward-
ing the coded packets. We model the network’s topology as a
directed acyclic graph (DAG), denoted by G = (V,E), where
V is the set of nodes in the network, and E is the set of links
in the network. In this network, the source is s ∈ V , and the
set of destination nodes is T ⊂ V . For i, j ∈ V , the wireless
link from node i to node j is denoted by (i, j). Denoted by
Cij the capacity of (i, j). Let ǫij be the loss probability of
(i, j). Thus, node j can receive a packet from node i with
probability 1− ǫij .

The proposed framework does not rely on one specific
network coding system, but it is based on some common
properties of network coding systems. In particular, it requires
that the network coding systems use loss probability in the

routing protocol, e.g., ExOR [16] and MORE [17]. We use
randomized network coding (RNC) over each batch. For the
sake of completeness, we briefly review how a secure network
coding system works:

• The source first splits the file into a batch of native
packets. Then, the source generates a batch of coded
packets, each of which is a linear combination of the
native packets with random coefficients. The source
transmits these coded packets to its neighbours with
some header information.

• When an intermediate node receives a coded packet, it
checks whether this packet is linearly independent from
packets that have been received. If so, it generates a new
coded packet and sends it out according to a forwarder
list based on some metrics(e.g., ETX distance). These
metrics are computed based on loss probabilities over
links.

• Once a destination node has received enough linearly
independent coded packets, it decodes them to original
packets.

B. Pollution Attack and Defense Model

The source s wishes to transmit a file to the destination
nodes in T reliably over a network coding system. There is an
attacker who wants to disrupt the transmission by injecting
erroneous packets or corrupting transmitted packets in the
network. The attacker lunches attacks by corrupting nodes
in the network. We assume that the attacker’s resources are
limited, and it can select RA intermediate nodes for corruption.
We should note that the attacker is also powerful under this
assumption, because we do not make any assumption on
the attacker’s knowledge on the network information (e.g.,
topology) and the defender’s capability.

We refer to malicious nodes as the nodes that are corrupted
by the attacker and describe the behavior that a malicious node
will perform:
◮ A node is a malicious node if it is corrupted by the attacker.
A malicious node tries to disrupt the transmission by corrupt-
ing received packets or injecting erroneous packets. Clearly,
a malicious node can pollute part or all of its transmitted
packets. In our analysis, we consider the worst case, in which
all packets transmitted by all malicious nodes are polluted.

We also assume that there is a defender (which could be
the network service provider) deploying defense mechanisms
in the network for mitigating pollution attacks. The defender’s
resources are also limited, and it can select RD intermediate
nodes for deploying the defense mechanisms. We refer to
defended nodes as the nodes that are selected by the defender
and explain how a defended node behaves:
◮ A node is a defended node if it is selected by the defender
to deploy defense mechanisms. In our work, we assume that
the defender adopts a type of packet-based detection schemes.
We note that our framework does not depend on one specific
authentication scheme, but it requires that the defended nodes
can detect polluted packets independently. For example, all
the packets transmitted in the network may be appended with
a homomorphic signature or MAC (message authentication
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code). Thus, when a defended node receives a packet, it
will check whether the received packet is polluted by using
the appended signature or MAC. When a polluted packet is
detected, this packet will be discarded for preventing a further
pollution caused by this packet.1

Note that the attacker and the defender may select the same
intermediate nodes. We assume that if a node is selected by
both the attacker and the defender, the attacker corrupts this
node, and no defense is there.

In our model, we assume that the defender knows the max-
imum number of nodes that can be corrupted by the attacker
(i.e., RA). We justify that this assumption is a reasonable
assumption. In the previous research on resource allocation
problem in network attack and defense [19], it is acceptable
that the defender has a knowledge of the attacker’s capability.
We also assume that the source and the destination nodes are
trusted, because the defender is not interested in protecting
communications from/to malicious nodes.

In this paper, we try to propose a unified framework
for various wireless network coding systems. Therefore, we
present a general attack model here. For a concrete type of
network, the attack model has a more specific explanation.
For example, in a wireless sensor network, we assume that the
attacker can corrupt a node by replacing it. Because sensors
are deployed in a wide range of area, the limit of the attacker’s
capability lies in that it cannot access and replace all the nodes.
For the defender, it also cannot deploy a defense mechanism
on every node, because sensors are energy-scarce, and the
defender cannot charge the batteries of all the nodes frequently.
Another example is for wireless ad hoc networks, where the
attacker can attack the system by compromising a legal user.
Under this scenario, the attacker’s capability is also limited for
the reason that it needs to pay monetary compensation to the
compromised nodes, and it cannot have an unlimited budget.

C. Resource Allocation Game Formulation

The interactions between the attacker and the defender can
be formulated as a two-player strategic game.

Players This game has two players, the attacker A and the
defender D.

Actions The strategy spaces of player A and player D are
SA and SD , respectively.

In this strategic game, player A’s action is a selection of
intermediate nodes for corruption. For each node, player A has
two possible options: corrupting it or not. Player D’s action is
a selection of intermediate nodes for checking. For each node,
player D has two possible options: checking the homomorphic
MACs/signatures in this node or not. We denote by s =
(sA, sD) the strategy profile, where sA = (a1, a2, . . . , aM ),
and sD = (d1, d2, . . . , dM ). Here, ai = 1 or di = 1 means the
node i is selected by the attacker or the defender. As we have
mentioned before, player A can only select RA intermediate

1Here we do not assume that the defended nodes use error-correction
approaches,e.g., [18], to decode the benign part of the coded packets. This
approach is often used in the end-to-end scenario, and the intermediate nodes
can hardly collect enough coded packets to decode original packets.

Notation Explanation

G network’s topology
T set of destination nodes in the network
N number of destination nodes
M number of intermediate nodes
(i, j) link from node i to node j
ǫij loss probability of (i, j)

Cij , Ĉij capacity of (i, j),
expected capacity of (i, j)

A, D attacker and defender
sA, SA attacker’s strategy and strategy space
sD, SD defender’s strategy and strategy space
RA, RD the amount of resources that the attacker,

and the defender have, respectively
uA, uD attacker’s utility, defender’s utility

P set of polluted nodes
Gp polluted subgraph induced by P

sA(τ ), sD(τ ) attacker’s action and defender’s action in stage τ

N i upstream nodes of node i
Ri report from node i

TABLE I: Summary of major notations used in this paper.

nodes and player D can only select RD intermediate nodes. So,

the strategies must satisfy
∑M

i=1 ai ≤ RA, and
∑M

i=1 di ≤ RD,
respectively.

Utilities We denote the utility of the attacker under the
strategy profile s = (sA, sD) by uA(sA, sD); utility of the
defender by uD(sA, sD). We define the utility of the defender
as

uD(sA, sD) =
tΦ(sA, sD)

tΘ
, (1)

where tΦ(sA, sD) is the legitimate throughput(i.e., the through-
put consisting of uncorrupted packets) under attack, and tΘ is
the throughput when no attack occurs. Obviously, the utility
satisfies 0 ≤ uD(sA, sD) ≤ 1. Then the attacker’s utility
uA(sA, sD) is equal to 1− uD(sA, sD).

In our model, we use the ratio of the legitimate throughput
under attack to the throughput when no attack occurs as the
utility of the defender. The intuition behind this utility is
that the network coding is used to improve the throughput
in the network, and the pollution attack will pollute the
coded packets and make the legitimate throughput decrease.
Therefore, the defender will get a better payoff when the
legitimate throughput increases.

We review the definition of strictly competitive game below,
which is an important concept in game theory.

Definition 1 (Strictly Competitive Game). A strategic game
〈{1, 2}, (Si), (ui)〉 is a strictly competitive game if for any
profile (s1, s2) ∈ S and (s′1, s

′
2) ∈ S we have u1(s1, s2) ≤

u1(s
′
1, s

′
2) if and only if u2(s

′
1, s

′
2) ≤ u2(s1, s2).

According to Definition 1, the game we have formulated is
strictly competitive.

III. BEST STRATEGIES FOR THE DEFENDER

In Section II-C, we have described the game model,
which formulates the interactions between the attacker and the
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defender. For the defense to be practical, we need practical
methods to find the “best” strategies for the players.

But before we try to find the “best” strategies, we need to
first define what the “best” strategies are. Ideally, the “best”
strategies should be the strictly dominant strategies as defined
below.

Definition 2. In a two-player strategic game, the strictly
dominant strategy of player i is s∗i if

∀s−i ∈ S−i, ∀si ∈ Si, ui(s
∗
i , s−i) > ui(si, s−i). (2)

For any player, a strictly dominant strategy must be one of
the “best” strategies if it exists. However, in many cases, the
strictly dominant strategies do not exist. We will prove that
the strictly dominant strategies do not exist in the resource
allocation game of pollution attack and defense.

Theorem 3. In the resource allocation game of pollution
attack and defense, the strictly dominant strategies for the
defender do not exist.

Proof: We prove Theorem 3 by contradiction. Assuming
that there is a strictly dominant strategy for the defender,

denoted by s△D = (d△1 , d△2 , . . . , d△M ). We consider a strategy

for the attacker, denoted by s△A = (a△1 , a△2 , . . . , a△M ), which
satisfies

s△A ∈ argminsA=(a1,a2,...,aM)

M
∑

i=1

ai ⊕ d△i . (3)

The attacker chooses as many the nodes chosen by the defender
as it can. We assume that there are X nodes chosen by the
attacker in the nodes which are also chosen by the defender,
and

X = I(RA ≥ RD) ∗RA + I(RA < RD) ∗ (RD −RA), (4)

where I is an indicator function and I(condition) = 1 if
condition is true, 0 otherwise. By the assumption we proposed
in Section II-B, these X nodes will be compromised by the
attacker. The utility of the defender under such a strategy
profile is

uD(s
△
A , s△D ) =

tΦ(s
△
A , s△D )

tΘ
. (5)

Now, we construct another strategy s∗D for the defender when

the attacker’s strategy is s△A . For d∗i (i = 1, . . . ,M) in s∗D:

• If d△i = 0, then set d∗i = 0;

• If d△i = 1 and a△i = 0, then set d∗i = 1;

• If d△i = 1 and a△i = 1, then set d∗i = 0 and randomly
choose another node which has not been chosen by either
the attacker or the defender.

Hence, s∗D changes X nodes in s△D . By the attack and defense
model we describe in Section II-B and our assumptions, the
defended nodes will increase the legitimate throughput in the
network. We assume that these X more defended nodes will
increase tX throughput, then the utility of the defender is

uD(s
△
A , s∗D) =

tΦ(s
△
A , s△D ) + tX

tΘ
. (6)

Hence, we have uD(s
△
A , s∗D) ≥ uD(s

△
A , s△D ), which contradicts

with Definition 2. Therefore, the strictly dominant strategies
for the defender do not exist.

Given the non-existence of strictly dominant strategies, we
weaken our requirement for “best” strategies. Specifically, we
use the following definition of best response.

Definition 4 (Best Response Strategy). In a two-player strate-
gic game 〈{1, 2}, (Si), (ui)〉, for any given s−i ∈ S−i, the best
response strategy of player i is s∗i if

∀s′i 6= s∗i , ui(s
∗
i , s−i) ≥ ui(s

′
i, s−i). (7)

It is very important to find the best response strategies for
players. One reason is that Nash equilibria are fixed points
of the best response functions of the players [20]. In other
word, if each player’s strategy is the best response to the
other player’s strategy, the current strategy profile is a Nash
equilibrium of the game. Another reason for finding the best
responses is that we can make the best decision if we know
the adversary’s strategy. Given the adversary’s strategy, the
best response strategy can generate the maximum utility for
a player. Note that we may not know the adversary’s strategy
in reality, but it is a good start point to find the best response
by assuming that we know the adversary’s strategy. We will
provide some discussion on Nash equilibria in Section III-C.

In the following parts of this section, we study how to find
best response strategies in our resource allocation game. The
accuracy and the efficiency are very important factors for an
algorithm to find the best response strategies. However, in most
cases, high-accuracy and high-efficiency cannot be guaranteed
at the same time, and we need to make a trade-off between
them.

Therefore, we propose two approaches to solve the best
response problem for different situations. In the first algo-
rithm, BEAMSIM, we adopt beam search [21] to find the best
response of the defender, and the meta-simulation method is
used to compute the utility function. This approach has high
accuracy and is suitable for long sessions. The other approach
is polluted graph shrinkage(PGS) algorithm, which is used
to find an approximate solution of the best response. This
algorithm can achieve satisfactory utility and is much more
efficient when the transmission session is short.

A. Beam Search with Meta-simulation

We propose our first algorithm BEAMSIM to find the best
response strategy for the defender. By Definition 4, we can
find the best response strategies by solving the following two
problems:

• We need a practical method to compute the utility
function. If a player can compute the utilities under any
given strategy profile, it can compare those strategies
and decide which one is better.

• To find the best response strategy, a player also needs an
efficient search algorithm to search for the best response
strategy s∗i to satisfy Equation (7).

In the following parts of this subsection, we study these two
problems. We adopt the meta-simulation method, which will
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be described in Section III-A2, to compute the utility function.
Now, we study how to find s∗i to satisfy Equation (7).

1) Searching the Best Response Strategy by Beam Search:
Assuming that the defender knows the attacker’s strategy, the
defender will select RD nodes from M −RA nodes to deploy
defense mechanism as its strategy. We will proof that the
search problem for best response strategy in pollution attack
and defense game is hard.

Lemma 5. Assuming that the utility computation under one
strategy profile takes one operation, the time complexity of

computing a best response strategy is O(2M/M
1
2 ) in the worst

case.

Proof: Recall that the number of intermediate nodes is
M . According to our attack and defense model, if both the
defender and the attacker choose the same nodes, the nodes
will be compromised by the attack. Thus, the number of
possible nodes that the defender will choose is M − RA.
Among these nodes, the defender can choose RD nodes for
deploying the defense mechanism. Therefore, the number of
the defender’s possible strategies is

(

M−RA

RD

)

, and the number

is maximum when RD = M−RA

2 . By Stirling’s approximation,
we have

(

M −RA
M−RA

2

)

≈

√

2π(M −RA)(
M−RA

e
)(M−RA)

(
√

2π(M−RA

2 )(
M−RA

2

e
)

M−RA
2 )2

= 2(M−RA)

√

2

π(M −RA)

Assume that M ≫ RA, we have that the number of operations

for finding the best response is O(2M/M
1
2 ) in the worst case.

When the number of intermediate nodes in the network
is large, the search space can be huge. Therefore, we use
beam search to find the best response of the defender in this
part. Beam search is a heuristic search algorithm that can
significantly reduce the search space. It explores a tree by
expanding the most promising B nodes in all candidates at
each depth of the tree. A search tree [22] is constructed to
represent the strategies and their relationships. We describe
the search tree ST as follow:

• Each node in the ST is a (part) strategy of the defender.
• The root of ST is an empty strategy, and the depth is 0.

If the depth of v is i, then it is a strategy with i defended
nodes; so, the depth of ST is RD. Every leaf of ST is a
complete strategy of the defender.

• In ST, if u is a child of v, then u is an expansion of v.
Specifically, we get u by adding a new defended node in
strategy v, and all descendant nodes of v are expanded
by v.

A formal description of the method to search the best strategy
of defender is shown in Algorithm 1.

In the above algorithm, we can adjust the parameter B
to get a balance between precision and complexity. When
the parameter B is large enough, the algorithm exhausts the
strategy space.

Algorithm 1: BEAMSIM

Input: Search tree ST ; Attacker’s strategy sA; Amount
of Defender’s resources RD; Beam width B

Output: Defender’s best response strategy s∗D
1 beam← {r0}, r0 is the root of ST while RD > 0 do
2 candidates← {}
3 for v ∈ beam do
4 for v′ ∈ children(v) do
5 Evaluate the strategy sv′ and get uD(sA, sv′)

by a meta-simulation process.
6 candidates[v′]← uD(sA, sv′)

7 Push B strategies with highest utilities in candidates
into beam

8 RD ← RD − 1

9 Output the strategy with highest utility in candidates as
the Defender’s best response strategy

Then, we investigate how the defender computes its utility
uD(sA, sD) for a given strategy profile (sA, sD). As we have
defined in Section II-C, the utility of the defender is the ratio
of legitimate throughput under attack to throughput when there
is no attack. We want to find a universal approach to compute
the utility in various network coding systems. However, it is
difficult to measure the throughput in different network coding
systems with a unified model, because they take different
protocols to transmit and route the packets. Another reason is
that it seems particularly difficult to compute the throughput
in some network coding system (e.g.,MORE [17]), in which
opportunistic listening is an essential component of the routing
protocol. By opportunistic listening, an intermediate node may
hear packets not from its adjacent nodes, hence packets from
the source to the destination may be routed through several
non-deterministic paths. Therefore, the defender uses the meta-
simulation method to estimate the throughput for a given
strategy profile. Then, the utilities of the attacker and the
defender can be computed based on the throughput which is
estimated by the meta-simulations.

2) Estimating the Utilities by Meta-simulations: Meta-
simulations, which are built on top of many lightweight sim-
ulations, are usually used to maximally characterize a system.
In our work, we adopt the meta-simulation method to measure
the throughput in the network. When the defender evaluates
its strategy, it can view the network as a black-box without
detail consciousness.

Unlike the simulations we carry out in Section V, meta-
simulations are conducted by the defender, not the researchers.
The meta-simulation is part of the algorithm to find the best re-
sponse strategy, and the defender takes full control of the meta-
simulation process. More specifically, the meta-simulations are
different from the simulation experiment in two aspects: 1)
The defender can optimize its strategy in a “test-and-optimize”
way by using the meta-simulations; 2) The meta-simulations
are conducted by the defender in a secure environment, where
the polluted packets are generated by the defender, and there is
no security threat in meta-simulations. Therefore, the defended
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nodes verify packets with a flag instead of real homomorphic
MAC tags to improve the efficiency. Furthermore, these meta-
simulations are much shorter, and they only transmit some test
packets to estimate the throughput in the simulator.

For a given strategy profile s = (sA, sD), the defender takes
several steps to compute the utilities by the meta-simulation
method. Firstly, the defender measures the throughput in the
network when there is no attack and stores the result tΘ. To get
tΘ, the defender sets that neither the defender nor the attacker
takes action in a meta-simulation and counts the throughput
in this meta-simulation process. Then, the defender conducts
a meta-simulation to estimate the legitimate throughput under
strategy profile s. Similarly, to get this throughput, the defender
first sets sA and sD as the attacker’s strategy and the defender’s
strategy respectively. After this meta-simulation process, the
defender counts the legitimate throughput and stores the result
ts. Finally, the defender can compute that its utility is ts

tΘ
. By

the definition in II-C, the attacker’s utility is 1− ts
tΘ

.
It is easy for the defender to make these estimations. To

make these estimations, the defender uses some test packets to
simulate real transmissions. The number of these test packets
is much smaller than that of real packets. We assume that
outcomes of the attack and defense are irrelevant to the content
of packets. Then, suppose that the throughput we get in a test
transmission is t̂, then the real throughput t satisfies t ≈ t̂.

B. Polluted Graph Shrinkage(PGS) Algorithm

In this part, we propose Polluted Graph Shrinkage(PGS)
algorithm to find an approximate solution of the best response,
which can also achieve satisfactory utilities and is much more
efficient than the first approach. This algorithm costs little time
to achieve good utility when the transmission session is short.

1) Finding an approximate solution of the best response:
We propose an algorithm to find a response for the defender
which achieves satisfactory utilities in most cases. A formal
description of PGS is shown in Algorithm 2.

In our algorithm, we suppose that every node has a weight,
and we adopt the following method to compute the weight for
each node. Firstly, we assign the weight of a link (i, j) in the
network as its expected capacity. Recall that the capacity of
link (i, j) is Cij , and the loss rate of link (i, j) is ǫij . Thus,

the expected capacity of link (i, j) is Ĉij = Cij ∗ (1 − ǫij).
Then, for a node i in the network, we use maximum flow from
node i to the set of destination nodes T as the weight of node
i.

When the algorithm executes, the defender responds to
the attacker’s strategy. In a resource allocation process, the
defender takes a greedy strategy iteratively. More specifically,
the defender’s strategy centers on the polluted subgraph of the
original network in each iteration. Then, we define the polluted
subgraph.

Definition 6. In a network G, we denote the set of polluted
nodes by P . Gp is a polluted subgraph of G if Gp is a
subgraph induced by P . Here, a node is a polluted node if
there exists a path from a malicious node to it and there is no
defended node in this path. Note that a malicious node is also
a polluted node.

After getting the polluted subgraph, the defender will find
a node to deploy the defense mechanism in current polluted
subgraph. In the current polluted subgraph Gp = (Vp, Ep), for
a polluted node pi ∈ Vp, Wi is the sum of weights of polluted
nodes after the defender chooses pi as a defended node. Then,
the defender chooses a node pmin ∈ argmini∈|Vp| Wi in
Gp. The defender iteratively chooses the nodes until all the
resources have been allocated.

Algorithm 2: PGS Algorithm

Input: The network topology G; Attacker’s strategy sA;
Amount of Defender’s resources RD;

Output: Defender’s optimal strategy s∗D
1 s∗D ← ~0
2 Get the initial polluted subgraph of G, Gp(0).
3 r ← 0
4 while r < RD do
5 vmin ← argminv∈Gp(r) PollutedWeight(Gp(r), v)
6 s∗D[vmin]← 1
7 Remove the vmin from graph Gp(r).
8 r ← r + 1
9 Get the new polluted subgraph Gp(r).

10 Output the Defender’s strategy s∗D .

In the above algorithm, we need two facts to guarantee that
Line 5 can find the best defender node in each round. The
first fact is that such a best node can and only can be found
in Gp(r) rather than G \Gp(r). The other is that we can get
the right polluted weights only based on the Gp(r) instead of
G. We prove these two facts with the following lemmas.

Lemma 7. In each resource allocation round of the Algo-
rithm 2, let

w ← min
v∈Gp(r)

PollutedWeight(Gp(r), v)

and
w′ ← min

v∈G
PollutedWeight(G, v),

we have
w ≤ w′.

Proof: Because polluted subgraph Gp(0) is a induced
subgraph of G, we have Gp(0) ⊂ G. By applying the following
Lemma 8, we have

Gp(RD) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Gp(0) ⊂ G (8)

. For polluted subgraph Gp(i), we denote the polluted weights
of it by wp(i). According to the Line 12 of Algorithm 3, we
have

wp(i) =
∑

v∈Gp(i)

v.weight. (9)

Hence, by Eq.(8) and Eq.(9), we have the lemma.

Lemma 8. In the polluted graph shrinkage process of Algo-
rithm 2, for any i ≥ 0, Gp(i+ 1) is a subgraph of Gp(i).

Proof: Denoted by P (i) and P (i+1) the sets of polluted
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nodes in i and i + 1 rounds, respectively. According to the
Algorithm 2, in the i round, the algorithm removes a polluted
nodes in P (i), and then generates new polluted subgraph.
Thus, we have

P (i+ 1) ⊂ P (i).

According to the Definition 6, the polluted subgraphs Gp(i)
and Gp(i+1) are induced by P (i) and P (i+1), respectively.
By the property of induced subgraph, we have that Gp(i+ 1)
is a subgraph of Gp(i).

Algorithm 3: Compute the polluted weights

Input: The network topology G; Attacker’s strategy sA;
Defender’s strategy sD

Output: The polluted weight wp

1 PollutedVertexes ← AttackedVertexes
2 PollutedQueue ← ∅
3 foreach node i ∈ AttackedVertexes do
4 PollutedQueue.push(i)

5 while PollutedQueue is not empty do
6 CurrentVertex ← PollutedQueue.pop()
7 foreach i ∈ adj(CurrentVertex) do
8 if i /∈ PollutedVertexes and sD[i] = 0 then
9 PollutedVertexes.insert(i)

10 PollutedQueue.push(i)
11 i.PollutedTag = True

12 wp =
∑

v∈PollutedVertexes v.weight

2) Computing the Polluted Weights: We adopt Algorithm 3
to compute the polluted weights. By the given strategies of the
attacker and the defender, the algorithm does a breadth-first
search to compute the polluted weights. When Algorithm 3
executes, a queue PollutedQueue is maintained for visiting
all potential polluted nodes. At first, all malicious nodes will
be pushed in PollutedQueue. For every node in the queue,
the algorithm visits its succeeding nodes. If u is a succeeding
node of the node u in PollutedQueue, and u is not defended,
then it is a potential polluted node and will be pushed in
PollutedQueue. When the PollutedQueue is empty, the
algorithm computes the sum of weights of potential polluted
nodes.

The following lemma shows that PGS algorithm is compu-
tationally efficient.

Lemma 9. PGS algorithm takes O(|V |2) time.

Proof: Firstly, computing the polluted weight for a given
nodes takes O(|V | + |E|). Recall that V is the set of nodes,
and E is the set of edges in the network. We assume that a
node has no more than α downstream nodes. Therefore, |E| ≤
α|V |, and O(|V |+ |E|) = O((1 + α)|V |). In Algorithm 2, it
will take O((1 + α)|V |2) time to chose a defended node, and
O((1 + α)RD|V |2) time to allocate all the resources. Clearly,
RD and α are constants. Hence, PGS takes O(|V |2) time.

C. Discussion on Nash Equilibria

As we have mentioned in the previous parts, it is difficult
to measure the throughput in various network coding systems
with a unified model. However, if we want to draw an analysis
on the Nash equilibrium (NE), it is necessary to have explicit
expressions of the utility functions. Therefore, we transform
utility functions to piece-wise explicit functions under some
assumptions.

In this part, we assume that the throughput model of
network coding systems can be approximated by the max-
flow in the networks. Specifically, given the network topology
G and polluted subgraph Gp, we can get the unpolluted
subgraph Gup = G \ Gp. Then, the maximum flow of Gup

can be derived, and accordingly we can identify a min-cut
set. Formally, the min-cut set in the network is denoted by
θ(sA, sD), when the strategy profile is (sA, sD). The utility of
the defender can be transformed into

∑

(i,j)∈θ(sA,sD) Cij ∗ (1− ǫij)

tΘ
.

Then, the problem of finding the Nash Equilibria is to solve
the following equations:







A : maxsA 1−
∑

(i,j)∈θ(sA ,sD) Cij∗(1−ǫij)

tΘ

D : maxsD

∑
(i,j)∈θ(sA ,sD) Cij∗(1−ǫij)

tΘ

(10)

s.t. (sA, sD) ∈ S × S. (11)

On the one hand, because θ(sA, sD) depends on the topology
of the network, it is hard for us to draw an analytical close-
form expression of it. On the other hand, it is obvious that
using a brute-force method to find the NE is NP-hard. We will
discuss a feasible way to solve this problem in the following
part.

We borrow the concept of critical region that is proposed
by Xiao et al. [19]. The main idea of critical region is that
the strategy space can be divided into a set of subsets and the
strategy profiles have the same min-cut set in each subset.
Thus, the utility functions on each strategy profile can be
computed by the min-cut capacity of subset. Such a subset
of strategy space is viewed as a critical region. The set of
critical regions is denoted by {S1, . . . ,SK}. As it has been
adopted in [19], the critical regions can be found by using
multi-parametric linear programming (MP-LP) [23].

For the critical region Sk, any strategy profile (sA, sD)in it
will result in the same min-cut set θk. The problem of finding
the Nash Equilibria can be transformed into:







A : maxθk 1−
∑

(i,j)∈θk
Cij∗(1−ǫij)

tΘ

D : maxθk

∑
(i,j)∈θk

Cij∗(1−ǫij)

tΘ

(12)

Thus, we only need to find the critical regions that satisfy the
above equations and the corresponding strategy profiles should
be the Nash Equilibria.

The above approach works, when the throughput model of
network coding systems can be approximated by the max-flow
in the networks, and it also provides an existence condition of
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NE. Below we want to discuss about the possible ways of
finding the Nash equilibria in the proposed resource allocation
game without assumptions on the throughput model of network
coding systems.

Many works have been conducted on the complexity of
computing Nash equilibrium, e.g., [24], [25]. Chen et al. [25]
shows that even for a two-player game, computing Nash
equilibria is PPAD-complete [24]. As we have mentioned, the
proposed resource allocation game is a two-player zero-sum
game. Lots of algorithms have been proposed to computing
NE of two-player games, e.g., [26]–[29], and for two-player
zero-sum matrix games, the Nash equilibria can be found by
linear programming in polynomial time [25].

However, the above algorithms for computing NE all require
the utility matrices. This means that we need compute the
utilities of the defender and the attacker under every possible
strategy profile before applying the mentioned approaches
above. As we have mentioned in Lemma 5, the number
of possible strategies for the defender is

(

M−RA

RD

)

for the

best response problem, and that should be
(

M
RD

)

for the NE
problem. Similarly, the number of possible strategies for the

attacker is
(

M

RA

)

. In practice, it is scarcely possible to compute

the utilities matrices with size of
(

M
RD

)

×
(

M
RA

)

.
Below we discuss a possible approach for computing NE

of the proposed game. We have developed two algorithms to
find the defender’s best response strategy, and similarly we
can also find the attacker’s best response strategy. Denoted
by BRD(sA) and BRA(sD) the best response functions of
the defender and the attacker, respectively. The algorithm of
finding NE iteratively computes the values of BRD(sA) and
BRA(sD), and it also correspondingly updates the strategies.
Finally, when the process gets convergence, the NE is discov-
ered.

IV. ENHANCEMENT METHOD FOR MULTI-SESSION

TRANSMISSION

In real communications, the source may initiate several
sessions. Therefore, we study the resource allocation problem
in the cases where the transmission consist of a sequence
of sessions. Considering that the defender may improve its
defense strategy by taking advantage of the information that
is gathered in previous sessions, the attack and defense model
in multi-session setting should be different from model that
has been adopted in the one-session setting. In addition, when
the defender can identify malicious nodes periodically and get
back the control of these nodes from the attacker, it may choose
a different strategy to defend against the attack. In this section,
we study how the defender allocates its resources in multi-
session communications.

To design a resource allocation method for a multi-session
setting, we take three steps in the rest of this section. Firstly,
we propose an enhanced attack and defense model and an
extensive game model correspondingly. Secondly, we present
our enhancement resource allocation algorithm for communi-
cations consisting of several sessions. Thirdly, we present a
possible identification method by using which the defender
can identify malicious nodes periodically.

A. Models in Multi-Session Transmission

We have described an attack and defense model for one-
session communication in Section II-B. In this part, we propose
an enhanced model for multi-session setting.

First of all, we explain the similarities between the model for
multi-session setting and the model for one-session setting. In
this model, we also assume that the attacker can also select RA

intermediate nodes for corruption, and that the defender can
select RD intermediate nodes for checking tags or signatures.
Malicious nodes also use the same way to pollute packets.

Then, we describe the differences between these two models.
For each defended node, it not only checks and discards
polluted packets, but also collects information and reports them
to the defender periodically. The defender’s capability is also
strengthened. Based on the reports from defended nodes, the
defender will try to identify the malicious nodes. After that,
the defender takes back the control of these nodes, which will
remain uncorrupted.

Under the enhanced attack and defense model, the resource
allocation game should be extended to an extensive game
correspondingly. There are K stages in this game, and both
the defender and the attacker will take actions in each stage.
In stage τ , the actions of the attacker and the defender are
sA(τ) and sD(τ), respectively. The attacker’s action sA(τ)
is still a selection of intermediate nodes for corruption. The
defender’s action sD(τ) is not only choosing nodes to deploy
defense but also identifying malicious nodes which are selected
by sA(τ). After identifying the malicious nodes, the defender
will get back the control of these nodes from the attacker and
secure them for L stages. In such an extensive game, we adopt
the history-independent strategy (HIS) to formolize players
strategies.

Definition 10 (History-Independent Strategy). In a K-stage
extensive game, the history-independent strategy(HIS) for
player i is a sequence (si(1), . . . , si(τ), . . . , si(T )), where
si(τ) is the action of player i in stage τ .

We note that, as long as a player uses an HIS, the player’s
action in each stage only depends on the information in the
current stage, not depending on the history information of this
extensive game. We define the utility of player i as

ui =

∑K

k=1 ui(k)

K
, (13)

where ui(k) is the utility of player i in stage k. The definition
of ui(k) is similar to the utility in our strategic game and can
be computed by throughput in stage k.

B. Finding the “Best” HIS in Multi-session Setting

Given the above model of attack and defense, we now
study how the defender can find the “best” strategy. Here by
the “best” strategy we mean a sequence (s∗D(1), . . . , s

∗
D(T )),

where s∗D(τ) is the best response action for the defender
in stage τ . Intuitively, the defender’s “best” strategy is an
HIS, in which the defender finds its best response action
without considering the history information in each stage. We
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Fig. 1: Evaluation of the defender’s utility by fixing RA and changing the number of the defender’s resources RD .

Algorithm 4: Finding the Best HIS for the Defender

Input: Network topology G;
Reports Ri = (Ii,Pi,Mi) (i = 1, ..., Rd);
Amount of Defender’s resources RD;
Original Attacker’s strategy A.

Output: Defender’s optimal strategy s∗D
1 ◮ Identification Process:

2 I ←
⋃
Ii, P ←

⋃
Pi, M←

⋃
Mi

3 DM ← ∅ #identified malicious nodes
4 foreach i ∈ I do
5 if i ∈ P or i ∈M then
6 I ← I − i, P ← P ∪ {i}

7 foreach j ∈M do
8 if j ∈ P or j ∈ I then
9 M←M− j

10 if |M| ≤ RA then
11 DM ←M

12 else
13 foreach m ∈ M do
14 rank(m)← |{n|n ∈ P and n is a downstream node

of m}|

15 DM ← RA highest rank nodes in M

16 ◮ Resource Allocation Process:
17 Secure all nodes in DM and the Attacker’s actions should

change to A′.
18 Get the initial polluted subgraph of G, Gp(0).
19 Then, a greedy allocation process executes, which is similar to

Algorithm 2.
20 Output the Defender’s strategy s∗D for next stage.

describe the algorithm to find the best HIS of the defender in
Algorithm 4.

Before allocating the resources, the defender executes an
identification process to identify the malicious nodes in the
previous stage. Please refer to Appendix A for details of
the identification process. The defender will secure the nodes

which are identified at the next several transmission stages.
Therefore, some attacked nodes in the previous stage have been
secured and the attacker changes its action to A′. After these
operations, the defender allocates the resources by taking a
greedy strategy, which is similar to what we have described in
Section III-B.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our framework in a packet-level
network simulator SlimSim [30]. The simulations are carried
out on a laptop computer with 2.9GHz Intel CPU and 8G of
memory. We have assumed a wireless network with 50 nodes,
which are assigned random positions. We have also assumed
the loss rate between two nodes is related to the distance
between them. The transmission power level is assumed at
15dBm; the received signal power level at -10dBm.

Specifically, we carry out three sets of experiments:

• The first set of simulations is on the utilities of the
defender using BEAMSIM and PGS algorithm. Our results
show that, in typical conditions(specifically, RD : RA =
2, 4, and 8), BEAMSIM can achieve 86.0%-199% utility
gains, and PGS can achieve 9.23%-23.9% utility gains
over the naive heuristic strategies; BEAMSIM and PGS can
achieve 90.4%-211% and 1.01%-54.4% utility gains
over the random strategies, respectively.

• The second set of experiments is on the efficiency of
the proposed algorithms. Our results show that the com-
putation time of both BEAMSIM and PGS are acceptable,
and the latter is about 100 times more efficient than the
former.

• The third set of simulations is on the performance of
the enhancement resource allocation algorithm for multi-
session transmissions.

A. Evaluating the utilities

In the first set of simulations, we evaluate the utilities
that are achieved by BEAMSIM and PGS. We compare our
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algorithms with two baselines: 1) a naive heuristic strategy:
the defender selects RD nodes that have the highest weights;
2) the defender randomly chooses its strategy.

Changing RD We evaluate the utilities of the defender
when RA, the number of the attacker’s resources, is fixed by
changing the number of the defender’s resources RD. We set
RA = 1 and RA = 4 to present the effectiveness of our
algorithms. Fig. 1 shows the utilities achieved by BEAMSIM,
PGS, and random strategies when RA = 1 and RA = 4.

When the amount of the defender’s resources is so small or
so large, different defense strategies may have no difference.
On the one hand, if the amount of the defender’s resources is
so small, its defense against the attack will be negligible. On
the other hand, the defender can succeed in defending against
the attack easily if the amount of the defender’s resources is so
large. Therefore, we consider three typical conditions, in which
the ratio of the amount of the defender’s resources to that of
the attacker’s resources is 2, 4, and 8 (i.e.,RD : RA = 2, 4,
and 8).

When RA = 4, BEAMSIM can achieve 109%, 199%, and
86.0% utility gains over the naive heuristic strategies and
90.43%, 211%, and 135% utility gains over random strategies
in these three conditions, respectively. The utilities achieved
by PGS algorithm are 9.23%, 13.9%, and 23.9% higher than
those achieved by the naive heuristic strategies and 1.01%,
42.6%, and 54.4% higher than those achieved by random
strategies in these three conditions, respectively. Apparently,
both BEAMSIM and PGS improve the utility for the defender,
and the utility achieved by the former is higher than that
achieved by the the latter. We also observe that if RD is large
enough(e.g., 20), our algorithms can achieve as high utility as
that achieved when all the nodes (except malicious nodes) in
the network are secured. Another interesting observation is that
the utility achieved by BEAMSIM is not monotonic increasing.
This is because the meta-simulations can not capture all
characteristics in the real transmission, and the beam search
may not lead to the optimal result.
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Fig. 2: Evaluation of the utilities by changing the number of
malicious nodes. With RD : RA = 5, RA = 1 to 4.

Changing RA We evaluate the utilities with fixing RD : RA

to 5. In Fig. 2, we can observe that the gap between the utility
achieved by BEAMSIM and that achieved by PGS get smaller
when the number of malicious nodes increases. Roughly,
this may be because the polluted subgraph proposed in Sec-
tion III-B can model the impact of pollution attacks better
when the number of malicious nodes is large.

RA, RD 1,4 2,8 3,12 4,16 5,20

Beam Search 11.9 23.2 32.1 38.4 43.4

Greedy Allocation 0.113 0.206 0.275 0.325 0.384

TABLE II: Computation time of BEAMSIM and PGS. Timing
units are in seconds.
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Fig. 3: Running time of PGS as the network size increases.
RA = 2, RD = 2.

B. Evaluations on efficiency

Now we evaluate the efficiency of BEAMSIM and PGS al-
gorithm. Table II shows that the computation time will in-
crease when RA and RD increase. The computational time of
BEAMSIM is about 11.9 to 43.4 seconds in typical conditions
of a network with 50 nodes. The results are reasonable for a
transmission in the wireless network, which may last dozens
of minutes.

If we compare BEAMSIM with PGS for the total computation
time to find the best response strategy, then the latter is about
100 times more efficient than the former. The results show
that PGS algorithm is much more efficient than BEAMSIM.
However, as we have mentioned in Section III and the re-
sults in Section V-A, BEAMSIM can achieve higher utility and
significantly increase the legitimate throughput in the network,
so it is suitable for long transmissions. PGS algorithm can find
an approximate solution of the best response strategy, and it is
more efficient when the source wants to initiate a short session.

We also evaluate the efficiency of PGS algorithm as the
network size increases. Fig. 3 shows that the running time of
PGS algorithm exhibits quadratic growth. This is consistent
with Lemma 9. Our results show that PGS is efficient, even
though in a large-scale network.

C. Evaluating the enhancement method

In the last set of simulations, we evaluate the enhancement
resource allocation algorithm for multi-session transmissions.
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Fig. 4: Performance of the Enhancement Algorithm

In our simulations, the defender protects the nodes it has
identified for 2 stages (i.e., L = 2). Fig. 4 shows that
our enhancement algorithm can achieve 9.820%-64.36% and
11.35%-101.6% utility gains over the random strategies when
RD : RA = 5 and 10, respectively.

VI. RELATED WORKS

We review here the related works of this paper including
the defense mechanisms of pollution attack and game-theoretic
applications in network security.

A. Pollution Attack

A lot of studies have been conducted to defend against the
pollution attack, which poses a severe security threat to the
network coding system. The previous works defend against the
pollution attack mainly by information theoretic [10], [31]–
[33] and cryptographic approaches [1]–[9], [11]–[14], [34].
We only review the works using cryptographic approaches
here, which we adopted in our work. In cryptographic ap-
proaches, nodes in the network verify the packets they receive
by the additional verification information attached. The source
in the network creates the verification information by cryp-
tographic techniques, including homomorphic hashes [1], [2],
homomorphic signatures [3], [7], [11], [12], and homomorphic
MACs [4]–[6], [13], [14], [34]. For more research results on
defending against pollution attacks, we refer interested readers
to these two survey papers [35], [36]. In previous works,
most of them just discard the polluted packets when they
identify them. These approaches prevent the epidemic spread
of polluted packets to defend against the pollution attack.
These approaches can not completely solve the pollution
problem in the network coding system.

In some other works, e.g., [5], [15], [37], they not only
identify the pollution packets, but also try to identify the
malicious nodes in the network. Le et al. [5] propose a
cooperative defense scheme to identify all malicious nodes in
the network. In their work, the scheme requires every nodes to
report information to a central controller in order to identify
the location of malicious nodes. However, in our model, the
defender cannot require all the nodes to report the information,
because the defender just deploys the defense mechanism on

selected nodes. Therefore, the approach in [5] can hardly work
in our model. In [37], Li et al. propose a distributed approach
which enables the defended nodes to identify the malicious
nodes in their neighbourhoods.

B. Game-theoretic Applications in Network Security

Using game-theoretic methods to solve the network security
problem has been an active topic for several years, e.g., [19],
[38]–[42].

Yan et al. propose a game-theoretic framework to study a
DDoS attack and defense model in [38]. In their work, the
defender can manipulate a multiple layers protection system
and monitor several uncertain factors in the system. This study
reveals that it is important to know the levels of reasoning of
attackers, which will significantly affect the defender’s strategy
and performance.

In [19], Xiao et al. propose a 2-player strictly competitive
game to study how the ISPs allocate their limited resources
to defend against the attacks in network infrastructures. The
attacker aims to jam links, and the ISP allocates limited
resources on links with a game-theoretic perspective and tries
to maximize the overall network flow.

In [39] and [40], some game-theoretic methods have been
applied to solve the security problems in mobile ad hoc
networks and wireless sensor networks, respectively. We refer
interested readers to [43], [44] for surveys of game-theoretic
applications in network security.

Some preliminary results in this paper have been published
in [45], where we only consider the transmissions consisting
of one session. In this paper, we extend the study of resource
allocation problem to a more realistic setting.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a game-theoretic model to study re-
source allocation in pollution attacks. We have developed two
algorithms, called BEAMSIM and PGS, for the defender to find
the best strategy in one-session transmissions. Furthermore, for
the multi-session setting, we propose an enhancement resource
allocation algorithm for the defender. The results from the
simulations show that our algorithms can achieve satisfactory
utility for the defender. In addition, the computation time of
both BEAMSIM and PGS are reasonable. Moreover, PGS algo-
rithm is very efficient.

APPENDIX A
MALICIOUS NODES IDENTIFICATION

A. Details

Some works have been proposed to identify the malicious
nodes in network coding systems. Li and Lui [37] have
proposed an approach for identifying the malicious nodes in
pollution attacks, in which each defended node classifies its
neighbors separately. In their work, each defended node tries
to identify malicious nodes in a distributed manner. However,
all the defended nodes execute the identification mechanism
separately, which makes it may not apply well when the
amount of defended nodes is limited.
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Some other works, e.g., [15], [46] have proposed several
rules that take advantage of the network topology information
to infer the locations of malicious nodes. Their work needs all
the nodes that are not compromised to report to the defender,
whereupon these rules cannot work when the defender’s re-
sources are limited.

We present an identification mechanism, which can identify
the malicious nodes effectively when the defense mechanism is
only deployed on a part of nodes. We borrow the idea from [37]
that the defended nodes classify its neighbors separately. Then,
we incorporate the idea with the rules that proposed in [46]
to make them work when only a part of nodes in the network
is defended. Below we present the details of our identification
mechanism.

There are two phases in our identification scheme. The first
phase is that each defended node collects information in the
transmission process. In the second phase, they report to the
defender after every stage, and the defender uses the reports to
identify malicious nodes. 2 We denote by N i the set of nodes,
which are upstream nodes of node i.

Instead of maintaining a suspicious set like [37], in our
scheme, a defended node i classifies upstream nodes into three
sets: innocent nodes, polluted but not malicious nodes, and
malicious nodes, denoted by Ii, P i, andMi respectively. The
defended nodes classify their upstream nodes by the following
rules:

For a node j ∈ N i,

1) node j should be classified into Ii if node j never
forwards a polluted packet to node i;

2) node j should be classified into P i if node j forwards
both polluted packets and valid packets to node i; 3

3) node j should be classified into Mi if node j only
forwards polluted packets to node i.

We assume that the malicious nodes will not pretend to be
legitimate nodes transmitting valid packets.

When a transmission stage is finished, the defended node
i reports Ri = (Ii,P i,Mi) to the defender. After receiving
all the reports from defended nodes, the defender collaborates
all the reports by the following process. The defender first
computes the union sets I, P , and M of all the Ii’s, P i’s,
and Mi’s, respectively. If a node is in both I and P , remove
it from I. Similarly, if a node is in both M and P , remove it
from M. The reason behind these two operations is that the
ability of each defended node is limited, and a defended node
cannot monitor all packets forwarded by a neighbor.

After determining the sets I, P , andM, the defender checks
the size of M. If the size of M is not larger than RA, we
consider that nodes in M are all malicious nodes. In the
next stage, the defender takes action to handle these nodes.
Otherwise, if the size of M is larger than RA, there must be
some nodes inM that are not malicious nodes. Therefore, the
defender operates a ranking mechanism to identify the most

2Clearly, the nodes chosen by the defender to report on pollution are always
honest.

3Sometimes there is noise and the receiver may mistakenly think the sender
is a polluted node. We note that this problem is orthogonal to our problem.
In our work, we adopt the loss probability to model such noise.

likely malicious nodes in this case. Specifically, the defender
uses the knowledge of topology and the nodes in P to rank
nodes in M. We denote by rank(i) the rank of node i. For
any node m ∈ M, the rank of m is equal to the number of
nodes in P which are downstream nodes of m.

B. Evaluation
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Fig. 5: Performance of the identification mechanism

We first measure the effectiveness of the identification
mechanism by false positive rate and false negative rate. Then,
we evaluate the efficiency.

False Positive Rate and False Negative Rate We evaluate
the identification mechanism when the number of the malicious
nodes is fixed by changing the number of the defended nodes.
Fig. 5(a) shows the results of false positive rate Pfp, and
Fig. 5(b) shows the results of false negative rate Pfn.

In Fig. 5(a), our results show that the false positive rate Pfp

is about 20% in the worst case. Furthermore, Pfp decreases
with RD increasing, and it is less than 10% when the RD ≥ 20.
We observe that Pfp decreases slowly with RD increasing.
This is because it is difficult to distinguish a polluted node from
a malicious node in a well-connected network, where pollution
attacks can cause extremely severe damages. In Fig. 5(b), we
can find that the false negative rate Pfn decreases rapidly when
the number of defended nodes increases. Our results show that
the false negative rate Pfn is no more than 30% when RA

is reasonable. Furthermore, Pfn ≤ 20% if the defender has
enough resources (e.g., RA ≥ 20). Another observation is that
both the false positive rate and the false negative rate will
increase when RA increases and decrease when RD increases.
Apparently, the defender can identify all the malicious nodes
if RD is large enough.

Comparing Our Proposal with a Baseline In this part, we
compare our proposal with the algorithm proposed in [37]. We
note that [37] and our work are applied in different cases. We
adopt it as the baseline, because no other proper baseline is
available, and their work is the state-of-the-art on the malicious
node identification in pollution attacks. This set of evaluation is
conducted on 100 randomly generated networks. In Fig. 6, we
found that the baseline performs better on false negative rate,
and in return our proposal is much better than the baseline in
terms of false positive rate. The reason why our proposal has
higher false negative rate is that we adopt a ranking process
to control the number of suspect nodes.
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Fig. 6: Compared with a baseline algorithm

Running time Fig. 7 shows the running time of the
malicious nodes identification mechanism. 4 Roughly, we can
find that running time of the identification mechanism is
uncorrelated with RD. Another observation is that the running
time increases slowly with RA increasing. It takes no more
than 2 milliseconds for the defender to conduct a identification
process.
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Fig. 7: Running time of the identification mechanism
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